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The electrical activity pattern of endocrine pituitary cells regulates their basal secretion level. Rat somatotrophs and lactotrophs exhibit
spontaneous bursting and have high basal levels of hormone secretion, while gonadotrophs exhibit spontaneous spiking and have low
basal hormone secretion. It has been proposed that the difference in electrical activity between bursting somatotrophs and spiking
gonadotrophs is due to the presence of large conductance potassium (BK) channels on somatotrophs but not on gonadotrophs. This is
one example where the role of an ion channel type may be clearly established. We demonstrate here that BK channels indeed promote
bursting activity in pituitary cells. Blocking BK channels in bursting lacto-somatotroph GH4C1 cells changes their firing activity to
spiking, while further adding an artificial BK conductance via dynamic clamp restores bursting. Importantly, this burst-promoting effect
requires a relatively fast BK activation/deactivation, as predicted by computational models. We also show that adding a fast-activating BK
conductance to spiking gonadotrophs converts the activity of these cells to bursting. Together, our results suggest that differences in BK
channel expression may underlie the differences in electrical activity and basal hormone secretion levels among pituitary cell types and
that the rapid rate of BK channel activation is key to its role in burst promotion.

Introduction
Excitable cells generate patterns of electrical activity that regulate
diverse functional characteristics such as transmitter release, hormone secretion, and contractibility. This electrical activity is
shaped by the combination of ion channels present in the cellular
membrane. Experimental and computational approaches have
revealed the dynamic mechanisms underlying excitability and
oscillations in neurons, cardiac cells and endocrine cells (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952; Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998; Izhikevich,
2000). However, determining the role of a particular type of ion
channel on the pattern of electrical activity remains a challenge,
in part because many of them are involved, so multiple channel
types could contribute to a given electrophysiological property
(Goaillard et al., 2009). One example where a single-channel type
is thought to play a clear role in a cell’s electrical pattern is in the
spiking/bursting activity of pituitary cells. It has been proposed
that large conductance potassium (BK) channels (Latorre and
Brauchi, 2006) primarily determine whether a pituitary cell
spikes continuously or bursts (Stojilkovic et al., 2005). Here,
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mine the influence of BK channels on the electrical activity of
pituitary cells.
BK channels produce a voltage- and calcium-dependent outward current that usually limits spike duration, extracellular calcium influx, and transmitter and hormone release (Lang and
Ritchie, 1990; Robitaille and Charlton, 1992; Sah and Faber,
2002; Miranda et al., 2003; Raffaelli et al., 2004; Vandael et al.,
2010). In pituitary cells, some steroids and hypothalamic factors
that inhibit hormone release activate BK channels (White et al.,
1991; Shipston et al., 1996; Kanyicska et al., 1997). These observations suggest that BK channel activation may help shorten electrical events in pituitary cells. However, blockade of BK channels
in pituitary somatotrophs can switch the activity pattern of these
cells from bursting to spiking, greatly reducing the amplitude of
[Ca 2⫹]i oscillations (Van Goor et al., 2001b). Thus, in these cells
BK channels may have a stimulatory effect. Mathematical models
suggest that the stimulatory effect of BK channels on somatotrophs is due to their fast activation. This limits spike amplitude, preventing full activation of the repolarizing delayed
rectifier K ⫹ current, so membrane potential weakly oscillates
around a depolarized level (Van Goor et al., 2001b; Tabak et al.,
2007; Tsaneva-Atanasova et al., 2007) before falling back toward
rest, resulting in a burst.
While channel blockage is effective for demonstrating that the
associated ionic current is important in a behavior like bursting,
it does not allow for an examination of the properties of the
current that are crucial for the behavior. To do this, we first block
the BK channels of lacto-somatotroph GH4C1 cells and then add
back a BK-like current using the dynamic clamp technique (Sharp
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et al., 1993). This allows us to set the kinetic properties of the added
current and determine constraints on the conductance and activation rate required for a burst-promoting role of the current.
Unlike somatotrophs, unstimulated pituitary gonadotrophs
generally exhibit spiking instead of bursting (Van Goor et al.,
2001c), and, interestingly, they express very little BK conductance
(Van Goor et al., 2001a). To test the hypothesis that spiking gonadotrophs would burst if they had larger BK conductance, we
added an artificial BK conductance to these cells through dynamic
clamp. This indeed changed their activity pattern from spiking to
bursting. Altogether, our results demonstrate that fast-activating BK
channels promote bursting in anterior pituitary cells.

Materials and Methods

Table 1. Parameter values used in the simulations unless otherwise noted
Parameter

Value

Definition

C
gCa
VCa
vm
sm
gK
VK
vn
sn
n
gSK
ks
gBK
vf
sf
BK
gl
Vl
Anoise
fc
␣
kc

10 pF
2 nS
60 mV
⫺20 mV
12 mV
3.2 nS
⫺75 mV
⫺5 mV
10 mV
30 ms
2 nS
0.4 M
0 –1 nS
⫺20 mV
2 mV
2–10 ms
0.2 nS
⫺50 mV
4 pA
0.01
0.0015 M fC ⫺1
0.12 ms ⫺1

Membrane capacitance
Maximal conductance of Ca 2⫹ channels
Reversal potential for Ca 2⫹
Voltage value at midpoint of m⬁
Slope parameter of m⬁
Maximal conductance of K channels
Reversal potential for K ⫹
Voltage value at midpoint of n⬁
Slope parameter of n⬁
Time constant of n
Maximal conductance of SK channels
关Ca兴 at midpoint of s⬁
Maximal conductance of BK channels
Voltage value at midpoint of f⬁
Slope parameter of f⬁
Time constant of f
Leak conductance
Reversal potential for the leak current
Amplitude of noise current
Fraction of free Ca 2⫹ ions in cytoplasm
Conversion from charges to molar concentration
Rate of Ca 2⫹ extrusion

Burstiness

Burstiness

V (mV)

frequency

V (mV)

frequency

V (mV)

frequency

Cell preparations and perforated patch recordings. GH4C1 cells were
obtained from ATCC and maintained in culture conditions in supplemented F10 medium (Sigma-Aldrich) according to established procedures (Tashjian et al., 1968). Primary pituitary cells were obtained from
diestrous female rats (Sprague Dawley, aged 3– 6 months) using enzymatic dispersion of pituitary fragments (Tabak et al., 2010). Animal procedures were approved by the Florida State University Animal Care and
Use Committee. Cells were cultured in supplemented M199 medium
(Invitrogen) for 1 d before being used for patch-clamp experiments.
Gonadotrophs were identified by their larger size and by their typical
rhythmic hyperpolarizations in response to 1 nM gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (Bachem) applied at the end of the
experiment (Tse and Hille, 1992).
During the experiment, cells were supergBK = 0
A
1
fused with HEPES-buffered saline (138 mM
BF = 0
0
0.8
NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM ␣-D-glucose, 25 mM
−20
HEPES, 0.7 mM Na2HPO4, 1 mM MgCl2, 2
0.6
mM CaCl2) at room temperature. Fire0.4
−40
polished pipettes (resistance 6 –9 M⍀) were
0.2
−60
filled with solution containing 90 mM KAsp,
0
1 sec
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
60 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, and 1 mM MgCl2
with the addition of 120 g/ml amphotericin
B
1
gBK = 0.5 nS
B. Usually, access resistance decreased below
BF = 0.34
0
0.8
50 M⍀ within 10 min following seal (⬎5
−20
0.6
G⍀) formation. A junction potential of 6.5
mV was not corrected; an undischarged Don0.4 spikes
bursts
−40
nan potential also exists across the perforated
0.2
−60
membrane, but it is assumed to be negligible.
0
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
BK channels were blocked by bath application of 1 M paxilline (Tocris Bioscience) or
C
1
gBK = 1 nS
100 nM iberiotoxin (Tocris Bioscience).
BF = 1
0
0.8
Membrane potential time courses were ana−20
0.6
lyzed to evaluate the degree of burstiness of
each cell under different conditions. To mea0.4
−40
sure the duration of each event (i.e., spikes or
0.2
−60
bursts), we obtained the times of event onset
0
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
and termination using a threshold-crossing deevent duration (sec)
tection algorithm. The algorithm first normalD1
E1
ized the voltage values relative to the minimum
and maximum membrane potentials of each
0.8
0.8
sequence to minimize the differences in event
0.6
0.6
durations that could result from differences in
0.4
0.4
voltage offset and event amplitude between
0.2
0.2
cells. Events were then classified as spikes or
0
0
bursts according to their position in the histo0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
2
4
6
8
10
τBK (ms)
gBK (nS)
gram of event duration (see Results).
Dynamic clamp. Membrane potential was
monitored in current-clamp (bridge mode) Figure 1. Model predictions for the burst-promoting action of BK channels. A, spiking activity obtained with the pituand acquired from the patch amplifier (Multi- itary cell model in the absence of BK conductance. Left, Membrane potential time course. Right, Distribution of event
clamp 700B, Molecular Devices) through an duration. All the events are spikes, so the burstiness is null (BF ⫽ 0). B, For gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS, spike amplitude is reduced and
analog-to-digital acquisition card (DAQ) on a a few large duration events (i.e., bursts) are produced; burstiness has increased to 0.34. The vertical line separates events
separate PC running the software QuB with a between spikes and bursts. C, For gBK ⫽ 1 nS, the model produces only bursts with small amplitude spikes on top of a
dynamic clamp module (Milescu et al., plateau, typical of pituitary cells (BF ⫽ 1). D, Burstiness increases with gBK (BK ⫽ 5 ms). E, Burstiness decreases with BK
2008). Membrane potential ( V) was used to ( gBK ⫽ 1 nS). BF, Burstiness factor.
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C

n

(1)

dn
⫽ n ⬁ 共 V 兲 ⫺ n,
dt

(2)

df
⫽ f⬁ 共V兲 ⫺ f,
dt

(3)

d 关 Ca 兴
⫽ ⫺ f c 共 ␣ I Ca ⫹ kc 关Ca兴兲,
dt

350

(4)

gBK = 0 nS

number of models

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.8

1

0.8

1

burstiness

B

350

gBK = 0.5 nS

number of models

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

burstiness

C

350

gBK =1 nS

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

dV
⫽ ⫺ 共 I Ca ⫹ IK ⫹ ISK ⫹ IBK ⫹ Ileak ⫹ Inoise兲,
dt

 BK

A

number of models

compute the BK current using the same mathematical expression as
for the model simulations, IBK ⫽ gBK f (VK ⫺ V ), with f obtained by
integrating Equation 3.
The calculated BK current was injected back into the cell through the same
DAQ. Parameter values were chosen to qualitatively match current–voltage
plots obtained using voltage steps applied from a holding potential of ⫺40
mV (to minimize the inactivating currents) before and after BK blocker
application. The parameter values were as follows: gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS; BK ⫽ 5 ms;
vf ⫽ ⫺15 mV; sf ⫽ 1 mV, unless otherwise noted. Equation 3 was evaluated
in real time using the forward Euler method (Milescu et al., 2008), with dt
average ⫽ 54 s, dt maximum ⫽ 100 s, and coefficient of variation (CV) ⫽
1.2. Using an integration time step as long as 100 s did not significantly alter
the “burstiness factor” in our model simulations.
The calculated current qualitatively matches recorded BK currents in
voltage-clamp, although in some cells BK currents also had a slower,
Ca 2⫹-dependent component. This late component was not modeled
because our hypothesis is that it is the fast component that is responsible
for bursting. Slow-activating outward currents do not promote bursting,
as we show later on, and in many cases inhibit bursting (see Results). Also
note that, apart from minor quantitative differences such as maximum
conductance, we have injected the same artificial BK current in all cells
tested, despite cell-to-cell differences in BK currents. The goal was to
evaluate the effect of a generic, fast-activating BK current, without having
to adjust parameters to promote bursting.
Model. The pituitary cell model used in this article is based on a previous
lactotroph model (Tabak et al., 2007). It incorporates three voltage-gated
currents (ICa, IK, IBK), one Ca 2⫹-gated current (ISK), one leak current, and a
stochastic current reflecting channel noise. Although BK channels are both
voltage gated and Ca 2⫹ gated, BK channels are typically adjacent to Ca 2⫹
channels and are gated by Ca 2⫹ nanodomains (Fakler and Adelman, 2008).
For this reason, the Ca 2⫹ concentration felt by the BK channel reaches equilibrium in microseconds, and the activation can be modeled as a purely
voltage-dependent process (Simon and Llinás, 1985; Sherman et al., 1990).
The following equations describe the dynamics of the four model variables V
(membrane potential), n (activation of IK), f (activation of IBK), and [Ca]
(intracellular Ca 2⫹ concentration):

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

burstiness

Figure 2. Robustness of the burst-promoting effect of gBK with respect to model parameters.
Conductance parameters were varied (see Results) to produce 512 models, of which 463 produced
rhythmicactivitywithadifferencebetweenmaximumandminimumvoltageofatleast30mV.A–C,
ThedistributionofburstinessfortheactivemodelsisshownforgBK ⫽0nS(A),0.5nS(B),and1nS(C).
A, In the absence of BK conductance, the distribution of burstiness is heavily biased to the left (skewness ⫽ 0.82), with 66% of all active models being spikers. B, For gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS the proportion of
spikers is already ⬍50% (skewness ⫽ ⫺0.44). C, For gBK ⫽ 1 nS, the distribution of burstiness is
heavily biased to the right (skewness ⫽ ⫺1.32), and spikers make up only 20% of the population.

with
custom developed software that runs on Graphics Processing Units
(CUDA parallel computing architecture, NVIDIA).

I Ca ⫽ gCa m⬁ 共V兲共V ⫺ VCa) and m⬁ 共V兲
⫽ 关1 ⫹ exp共共vm ⫺ V兲冫sm 兲兴⫺1
⫺1

I K ⫽ gK n 共V ⫺ VK) and n⬁ 共V兲 ⫽ 关1 ⫹ exp共共vn ⫺ V兲冫sn 兲兴
I SK ⫽ gSK s⬁ 共关Ca兴兲共V ⫺ VK兲 and s⬁ 共关Ca兴兲 ⫽

关Ca兴2
关Ca兴2 ⫹ ks2

I BK ⫽ gBK f共V ⫺ VK兲 and f⬁ 共V兲 ⫽ 关1 ⫹ exp共共vf ⫺ V兲冫sf 兲兴⫺1
I leak ⫽ gl 共V ⫺ Vl 兲; Inoise ⫽ Anoise冫冑dt,
where  is a random process drawn from a normal distribution. Parameter values and their definitions are given in Table 1.
The simulation package XPP (Ermentrout, 2002) was used to run the
simulations (forward Euler method, dt ⫽ 0.01 ms). The code for this
model is freely available at www.math.fsu.edu/⬃bertram/software/
pituitary. For large numbers of simulations (512 parameter sets), we used

Results
Fast-activating BK channels promote bursting in a pituitary
cell model
We first illustrate how BK channels promote bursting behavior in
a mathematical model of a pituitary cell, and develop a measure
of the “burstiness” of the activity. The Hodgkin–Huxley-type
model incorporates Ca 2⫹ (L-type) and K ⫹ (delayed rectifier)
voltage-dependent conductances and a slow, Ca 2⫹-activated K ⫹
conductance representing small conductance (SK) channels. The
model also includes a small leak conductance and a stochastic
current representing channel noise to create irregular voltage
time courses as observed in pituitary cells. We assume that the BK
channels are located near Ca 2⫹ channels, within the Ca 2⫹ nanodomains created by Ca 2⫹ influx through these channels (Van
Goor et al., 2001b; Fakler and Adelman, 2008). Because the Ca 2⫹
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burstiness

V (mV)

frequency

V (mV)

frequency

V (mV)

frequency

concentration in nanodomains equiliA 0
control
brates within microseconds (Simon and
BF = 0.97
0.4
Llinás, 1985), the gating of BK channels is
−20
0.2
effectively driven by the membrane po−40
tential (Van Goor et al., 2001b), and we
0
1 sec
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
can model the BK conductance as purely
voltage dependent. Parameters are set so
IBTX
B
0
that in the absence of BK channels the
BF = 0
0.4
model generates continuous spiking, as
−20
0.2
shown in Figure 1A, left. If we add a fast,
−40
voltage-dependent BK conductance, the
0
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
cell model produces a mix of spikes and
bursts for moderate values of the conC
IBTX + artificial g BK
0
ductance (Fig. 1 B, left) ( gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS)
BF = 0.90
0.4
and mostly bursts for larger BK conduc−20
0.2
tance values (Fig. 1C) ( gBK ⫽ 1 nS).
−40
We quantify the degree of burstiness in
0
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
each case using the distribution of event
event duration (s)
(spikes and bursts) durations. For purely
D 1
spiking activity, event durations are tightly
clustered around 50 ms (Fig. 1A, right). As
0.5
gBK is increased, bursts appear and the event
duration distribution becomes bimodal
0
(Fig. 1B, right), with one mode around 50
Control
BK block
+gBK
ms (spikes) and a wider mode covering the
100 – 400 ms range (bursts). For large gBK Figure 3. BK conductance promotes bursting in GH4C1 cells. A, Left, Time course of the membrane potential of a GH4C1 cell in
values, only bursts remain, and the distribu- control conditions. Right, Histogram of event duration; the vertical line separates events between spikes and bursts. B, Voltage
tion is mostly unimodal (Fig. 1C, right) over time course and event distribution for the same cell after iberiotoxin (IBTX, 100 nM) application. All events have shorter duration
the 100 – 400 ms range. We separate events and higher amplitude (spikes). C, After adding an artificial fast-activating BK conductance ( gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS) via dynamic clamp, the
into spikes and bursts according to their du- cell exhibits bursting with amplitude and duration similar to control conditions. D, Median and interquartile range of burstiness
ration and define the fraction of events that factor for spikers (BF ⱕ 0.3, triangles) and bursters (BF ⬎ 0.3, circles) in control conditions (n ⫽ 5 and 8, respectively), BK block
are bursts as the burstiness factor (BF). This (with either 1 M paxilline or 100 nM IBTX), and after adding an artificial BK conductance in the presence of a BK blocker ( gBK ⫽
factor goes from 0 (only spikes, as in Fig. 0.5 nS; n ⫽ 4 and 4). Addition of gBK (0.5 nS) restored burstiness to control or above control level in seven of eight cells [in the
1A) to ⬃1 (mostly bursts, as in Fig. 1C). remaining cell, a larger BK conductance ( gBK ⫽ 1nS) could also bring burstiness back to control level].
Figure 1D shows how the burstiness factor
comes too slow, BK channels lose their stimulatory effect on
increases with gBK.
bursting and can become inhibitory.
These results were obtained with a time constant for BK of 5
ms. To evaluate how this time constant affects the burstArtificial BK conductance restores bursting under
promoting action of the BK conductance, we vary BK and compharmacological BK blockage
pute the resulting burstiness factor of the model activity (for gBK ⫽ 1
nS). As shown in Figure 1 E, burstiness is close to 1 for BK ⱕ 5 ms,
If a fast voltage-dependent BK conductance is responsible for
but it decreases quickly as BK is increased to ⬎5 ms. Thus, BK
bursting in pituitary cells, then blocking BK channels should
channels must activate quickly to promote bursting.
abolish bursting. Moreover, bursting should be restored by addTo demonstrate the robustness of these results to parameter
ing back an artificial, fast voltage-dependent outward conducchoices, we ran 512 simulations for which the values of the contance via dynamic clamp.
ductances gK, gSK, gCa, and gl where chosen randomly between
We examined the electrical activity of lacto-somatotroph
⫺50% and ⫹50% of their default values. The distribution of
GH4C1 cells, which generated spiking, bursting, or mixed firing
burstiness across the active models is shown in Figure 2 for gBK ⫽
patterns. Blocking BK channels with either paxilline (1 M) or
0, 0.5, and 1 nS. Increasing gBK raised the burstiness in 70% of the
iberiotoxin (100 nM) irreversibly converted bursting cells and
weakly bursting cells to cells that primarily spiked (11 of 13 cells),
cases for which the model was active but not already bursting in
as shown in Figure 3, A and B, but did not affect purely spiking
the absence of BK conductance. Interestingly, 66% of the paramcells (2 of 2 cells). The decrease in burstiness due to blockage of
eter combinations produced activity with burstiness factor ⬍0.3
BK channels is illustrated in Figure 3D. In control conditions, the
in the absence of BK conductance. With gBK increased to 1 nS,
only 20% of parameter combinations resulted in burstiness ⬍0.3.
burstiness is widely distributed with a subpopulation of cells havThus, while the presence of a BK conductance is not necessary
ing high burstiness (“bursters”; BF ⬎0.5; Fig. 3D, circle) and a
for bursting, for a majority of models the presence/absence of
subpopulation having low burstiness (“spikers”; BF ⬍0.3; Fig.
BK conductance predicts the occurrence/absence of bursting.
3D, triangle). The BF drops to a value close to 0 under BK blockAlso, as in Figure 1 E, the burstiness decreased when BK was
age, reflecting purely spiking cells. These results show that
increased from 5 to 10 ms for 80% of parameter combinations.
removing BK current impairs bursting in these cells. To test whether
This decreased burstiness with increased activation time confast-activating BK channels have a direct burst-promoting effect, we
stant included 17% of the cases for which the model was alused dynamic clamp to add back a fast-activating BK conductance to
ready bursting in the absence of BK conductance. These
the GH4C1 cells under pharmacological BK blockage conditions.
observations indicate that when BK channel activation beAdding the artificial BK conductance immediately switched the pat-
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A

control

IBK (pA)

V (mV)

early

200

0
−20
−40

late

*
+

100
0

1 sec

0

B

50

100

-gBK

150

time (ms)

B

−20

burstiness

V (mV)

0

−40

C

D
1

1

1

burstiness

0
control

−gBK

0
control

+gBK

Figure 4. Subtracting/adding BK current decreases/increases burstiness. A, Bursting activity
of a GH4C1 cell in control conditions. B, During application of a negative BK conductance via
dynamic clamp ( gBK ⫽ ⫺1 nS), the electrical activity switches to mostly spiking. C, Summary
of the effect of negative artificial BK conductance on burstiness ( gBK ⫽ ⫺0.5 nS, p ⬍ 0.02,
n ⫽ 7). D, Summary of the effect of positive artificial BK conductance to mostly spiking cells (8
of 12 had BF ⱕ 0.3) in control saline ( gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS, p ⬍ 0.02). Data are summarized using the
median and interquartile range, and significance was assessed using the nonparametric Wilcoxon test.

tern of electrical activity from spiking to bursting. The bursts obtained under these conditions are characterized by slow plateau
oscillations with low-amplitude fluctuations on top of the plateaus
(Fig. 3C), like the bursts observed under control conditions (Fig.
3A). The BK conductance added to the cells was identical to the one
used in our model, with parameters chosen to approximately match
current–voltage curves obtained in voltage-clamp recordings. Parameter tuning was rarely needed to obtain bursting. Most cells required a maximal BK conductance of ⱕ0.5 nS to switch to a bursting
pattern. Increasing the conductance of the injected BK current also
increased burst duration.
Figure 3D summarizes the burstiness in two groups of cells
(spikers with BF ⬍0.3; triangles; and bursters with BF ⬎0.3; circles) in control conditions, in the presence of BK blocker, and
after addition of 0.5 nS BK conductance via dynamic clamp (with
BK blocker still present). After BK channels were blocked with
paxilline or iberiotoxin, most cells were spiking, so the median BF
is near 0 for both groups. Only 2 of 13 cells were still bursting in
the presence of BK channel blocker. In seven of eight cells (four of
each group) with BK blocker present, the addition of 0.5 nS BK
conductance with dynamic clamp converted spikers to bursters.
The remaining cell was converted by a larger conductance of 1.0
nS. The consistent conversion of spikers to bursters after receiving artificial BK conductance suggests that the difference in activity pattern between spikers and bursters is explained, at least in
part, by differences in BK conductance.
If this is true, then artificially subtracting a fast BK conductance from bursting cells in control conditions should switch the
activity of these cells to spiking. A decrease in burstiness was
indeed observed after artificially subtracting a fast BK conduc-

r = 0.12

*

0.5

+

0

50

100

IBK early (pA)

0.5

1

*

0.5

0

0.5

r = 0.74

150

0

+

100

200

300

IBK late (pA)

Figure 5. Amplitude of fast-activating BK current correlates with burstiness. A, BK currents
recorded in response to voltage steps, averaged over four steps from a holding V ⫽ ⫺40 to 0,
10, 20, and 30 mV. The voltage steps were performed before and after pharmacological BK
block, and the difference current was computed. The two traces correspond to two different
cells, one bursting in control conditions (*), one spiking (⫹). B, Scatter plot of the burstiness in
control conditions and the BK current measured (in the same cells) as illustrated in A and
averaged over the periods of time shown (early, late). Burstiness and amplitude of the early
component of the BK current are positively correlated (left, r ⫽ 0.74, p ⬍ 0.01). In some cells,
a slow component of BK current is observed that contributes significantly to the late part of the
current. The amplitude of the late part of the current is not correlated with burstiness (right).
The * and ⫹ signs correspond to the cells whose currents are shown in A.

tance via dynamic clamp (Fig. 4 A–C) in six of seven cells, similarly to pharmacological BK blockage. Finally, addition of a fast
BK conductance in control conditions increased burstiness (Fig.
4 D) to higher than control values in the combined (high plus low
burstiness) cell population (12 of 12 cells). These effects were
usually more pronounced with higher levels of gBK injection.
These results suggest that higher density of fast-activating BK
conductance leads to higher burstiness.
To test the hypothesis that the activity pattern (spiking vs
bursting) of a cell is influenced by the amount of BK conductance
in the cell, we measured the BK current in response to depolarizing voltage steps, by subtracting the currents obtained before and
after pharmacological BK blockage. We computed the average
current measured over a short period just after the onset of the
depolarization (Fig. 5A, early) and over a period near 150 ms after
onset (Fig. 5A, late). The early component of the current was
positively correlated with the burstiness factor (Fig. 5B, left) (r ⫽
0.74, p ⬍ 0.01). This indicates that ⬎50% of the variance in
burstiness across cells can be explained by the variability in the
amount of fast activating BK current—the rest of the variance
being explained by the differences in the expression of other ion
channels. In contrast, the amplitude of the current after 150 ms
was not correlated with burstiness (Fig. 5B, right) (r ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽
0.7). This supports the hypothesis that bursters have higher levels
of fast-activating BK conductance than spikers. These results also
indicate that the fast component of the activated BK current is
important for bursting, while the total amount of BK current that
slowly increases with time is not.
BK conductance must activate quickly to promote bursting
Our model predicts that the fast activation of the BK current is
crucial for its burst-promoting effect (Fig. 1 E) (see also Van Goor
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et al., 2001b; Tabak et al., 2007). The fast
activation of BK channels limits spike amplitude and prevents full activation of
delayed-rectifier K ⫹ current, preventing
full repolarization and allowing membrane potential to remain at a depolarized
level, until the event is terminated by activation of SK channels. If this is indeed
how BK channels promote bursting in pituitary cells, then adding an artificial BK
conductance with a slower time constant
to cells with low burstiness should not increase burstiness as efficiently as a fasteractivating BK conductance. To test this,
we varied the time constant of the artificial BK conductance injected into cells
with low burstiness (spikers, or bursters
under pharmacological BK blockage).
Figure 6 A–D shows that, as the time constant of the BK current is increased past 5
ms, the burst-promoting effect of the current weakens. In the example shown, addition of an artificial BK current with an
activation time constant of 5 ms switched
the cell activity from spiking to bursting
(Fig. 6 B). Increasing the BK activation
time constant from 5 to 10 ms decreased
burstiness from 1 to ⬍0.5 (Fig. 6 B, C,
right), with a further drop in burstiness to
the control level at BK ⫽ 20 ms (Fig. 6 D,
right). A similar drop in burstiness due to
slower BK activation was observed in all cells
tested (n ⫽ 8), even though the critical value
of BK varied from cell to cell (Fig. 6E,F,
summary). In some cells, burstiness was
lower than in control conditions for high
values of BK, indicating that slow BK current can inhibit bursting, as predicted by the
model. Altogether, these results (Figs. 3– 6)
demonstrate that BK channels have a robust
burst-promoting effect in pituitary cells,
due to their fast activation.
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Figure 6. The burst-promoting effect of BK channels depends on their activation time constant. A, Voltage time course of a
mostly spiking GH4 cell in control conditions (left). Very few events are bursts as seen in the histogram of event durations (right).
B, Injecting via dynamic clamp an artificial BK conductance ( gBK ⫽ 0.5 nS) with BK ⫽ 5 ms switches the electrical activity to
bursting. C, Slowing BK conductance activation using BK ⫽ 10 ms decreases burstiness. The activity is now a mix of spikes and
bursts. D, Slower BK activation (BK ⫽ 20 ms) prevents the burst-promoting effect of the BK conductance. The activity is mostly
spiking as in control. E, The effects of activation time constant (BK) on burstiness in eight different cells (the bold curve corresponds
to the cell illustrated in A–D). F, Summary of the time constant effect over the eight cells.

Artificial BK conductance transforms
spiking gonadotrophs into bursters
Spontaneous bursting behavior has been
described in pituitary somatotrophs, which
have a substantial BK channel conductance. In contrast, unstimulated pituitary gonadotrophs usually exhibit sharper
spikes, and these cells possess very little BK conductance (Van
Goor et al., 2001a,c). Can the difference in the spontaneous electrical activity between these two cell types be explained by their
different BK channel density, as was suggested by Van Goor et al.
(2001b)? To answer this question, we injected an artificial BK
conductance into female rat pituitary gonadotrophs. About half
of the cells tested exhibited spontaneous spiking (Fig. 7A). In
these cells, adding an artificial BK conductance switched the activity to bursting (n ⫽ 6/6), as shown in Figure 7, B and D. If this
conversion from spiking to bursting by BK channels operates
through the same mechanism as discussed above, it should depend strongly on the BK activation time constant. Slowing down
the activation of the BK conductance decreased this effect (Fig.
7C,E), again demonstrating that the burst-promoting effect of

BK channels requires fast activation. These results suggest that
the difference in spontaneous activity between pituitary somatotrophs (bursting) and gonadotrophs (spiking) is due to their
difference in BK channel density.

Discussion
It is generally difficult to clearly establish the role played by an ion
channel in shaping the electrical activity pattern in a given cell
type. Van Goor et al. (2001b) have suggested that the difference
between the bursting activity pattern of rat pituitary somatotrophs
and the spiking activity pattern of gonadotrophs (Van Goor et al.,
2001c) could be explained by the fact that somatotrophs express BK
channels, whereas gonadotrophs do not (Van Goor et al., 2001a). To
demonstrate the role played by BK channels in promoting bursting,
they pharmacologically blocked BK channels in somatotrophs,
which switched the activity of these cells from bursting to spiking
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BK channels may have different effects on
electrical activity and pituitary hormone se(Van Goor et al., 2001b). They also showed that including BK chancretion, depending on the physiological conditions.
nels in a mathematical model of gonadotroph electrical activity
These observations suggest that culture conditions may also
could switch this activity from spiking to bursting. These results were
help to explain why different laboratories observe different efin contrast to a number of studies showing opposite effects of BK
fects of BK channels on spike duration in pituitary cells (Lang
channels on electrical activity, reducing spike duration in several cell
and Ritchie, 1990; Van Goor et al., 2001b). Three key compotypes, including pituitary cells (Lang and Ritchie, 1990; Miranda et
nents that define one particular culture condition are the cell
al., 2003; Vandael et al., 2010). In this study, we provide direct evidissociation procedure, the culture media, and the substrate.
dence that BK channels are in fact a key element of bursting in pituGiven that proteases used for cell dissociation and isolation
itary cells. Using dynamic clamp, we identify the features of the
can differentially modify ion channels (Spreadbury et al.,
current important for bursting.
2004), that culture media may differentially regulate the expresAddition of an artificial BK conductance via dynamic clamp to
sion of ion channel accessory subunits (Martin et al., 2002), and
spiking GH4C1 lacto-somatotrophs and gonadotrophs immedithat cell substrate changes may induce differences in current
ately switched their activity to bursting. Mathematical modeling
amplitude and dynamics (Romanova et al., 2004), it is possible
predicted that the activation time constant of the BK conducthat culture conditions influence the activation kinetics of BK
tance is important. BK activation must be fast to promote burstchannels, which in turn determines the global effect of these
ing; if too slow, then the BK current does not promote bursting
channels. Here, GH4C1 cells and gonadotroph cells were culand takes on its traditional inhibitory role on electrical activity by
tured in different conditions, but this was not an issue because
speeding up the repolarization (negative feedback). We verified
we added the same BK conductance to these different cells.
this prediction by varying the kinetic properties of the artificial
Thus, by sharing models, dynamic clamp may allow different
BK conductance injected via dynamic clamp. This agreement
laboratories to overcome the differences in BK channel propcontrol
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erties caused by different culture conditions. However, culture
conditions may also affect the expression of other ion channels, possibly changing how BK channels shape electrical
activity.
The effect of any ionic current on the pattern of electrical
activity depends on the other ion channel types and their densities. Because different cells may express different combinations of
ion channels, the effect of BK current can vary among cells (Lledo
et al., 1991; Van Goor et al., 2001a). In addition, stimulatory and
inhibitory hormones can dynamically modulate the properties of
channels (Stojilkovic et al., 2010). Therefore, the mix of ion channels and hormonal effects could also determine whether the BK
current promotes or inhibits bursting in vivo. Theoretically,
bursting arises from the interactions between at least three types
of channels: fast inward and outward voltage-dependent conductances to produce spikes, and a slow inhibitory current to switch
between periods of spiking and quiescence (Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998). Numerous combinations of channel conductances
that include this minimal set of three conductance types can produce bursting oscillations (Prinz et al., 2003). In addition, pituitary cells are very heterogeneous, so bursting might arise in these
cells through a wide variety of conductance densities. Since fastactivating BK channels are not part of the minimum set of channels necessary for bursting in our model, it is surprising that BK
channel block reliably prevents bursting in somatotrophs (Van
Goor et al., 2001b) and GH4C1 lacto-somatotrophs (this study).
In other words, a majority of these cells have ion channel distributions that prevent bursting in the absence of BK channels, or if
BK channels become slowly activating. This strengthens the view
that BK channels are likely targets of hormonal modulation,
which can profoundly affect the activity of pituitary cells.
The dynamic clamp, in conjunction with mathematical modeling, is a potentially powerful tool for directly determining the
functional properties of a current within the context of its native
mix of ion channels (Goaillard and Marder, 2006; Olypher et al.,
2006; Putzier et al., 2009; Economo et al., 2010; Milescu et al.,
2010). Here, we used these approaches to directly show that fastactivating BK channels promote bursting activity in anterior pituitary cells. Our results imply that differences in BK channel
expression level may underlie the differences in electrical activity
and hormone release among anterior pituitary cell types. In addition, whether BK channels promote bursts or shorten spike
duration is determined by their activation kinetics and their
proximity to L-type Ca 2⫹ channels, and depends on the properties of the other ion channels on the cell membrane.
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